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GLOBAL SOLUTION OF MIXED PROBLEM FOR A CERTAIN 
SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR CONSERVATION LAWS*) 
ALEXANDER DOKTOR, Praha 
(Received February 5, 1975) 
]. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper deals with the existence of solution of a certain 2 x 2 nolinear 
system of conservation laws on the quadrant x > 0, / > 0, satisfying initial conditions 
for ^ = 0, X > 0 and a boundary condition for x ~ 0, t > 0. As an example of this 
problem can be taken equations describing the flow of a gas caused by the action 
of a piston. It is shown that such a mixed problem has a global generahzed solution 
provided the given initial and boundary functions have small variation (see Theorem 
2.4), This solution is obtained by means of a diff'erence scheme with a random choice 
of mesh points. The scheme is similar to that used first by J. GLIMM [ l ] in the case 
of the Cauchy problem for systems of conservation laws. As well as in this case the 
proof of convergence of the scheme is based on a detailed investigation of certain 
functionals representing the norm and variation of approximate solutions (Section 
7). However, there are important modifications since we have to take into account 
the influence of waves reflected on the boundary (Remark 7.3). 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
We shall consider the following 2 x 2 system of conservation laws: 
(2.1) ^ + f / ( . , . ) = 0, 
dt ox 
dv ^ / \ л 
dt ox 
*) This paper contains the results of the author's CSc-thesis prepared during his stay at Faculty 
of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, Prague. 
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Let F = (/, g) G C^^\Qp) for a domain Qp a R^^; vectors from Qp will be denoted 
by I/ = (w, v), UQ = (UQ, VQ), Ü = (и, v), ... We suppose that the system (2.1) is 
strictly hyperbolic in the sense that 
(2.2) /,(C/) < 0 , g^{u) < 0 for all U e Qp 
(subscripts denote derivatives). Then for each U e Qp the Jacobi matrix dF{U) of F 
has two real distinct eigenvalues /^^(U) < À2{U). We shall suppose 
(2.3) 1^{U) < 0 < X2{^) ; 
(this is the case e.g. for / = f{v)). The corresponding right eigenvectors of dF can 
be written in the form r^^^ = (1, a^), r̂ ^̂  = ( - 1 , «2), where â  = gjli. We shall 
suppose that (2.1) is genuinely nonlinear in the sense of P. D. LAX [2], i.e. 
(2.4) r^^X^) grad Ци) > 0 , U e Qp , i = 1,2. 
Let us denote 
R^ = {{x, t) ER^^; t > T} for Те R , Q = {{x, t) G R^; x > 0} . 
We shall consider the following problem (^) : Given functions UQ{X), u^(t), find 
a function U(x, t) satisfying the equations (2.1) on Q, the initial conditions 
(2.5) U{x, 0) = Uo{x) , X > 0 , 
and the boundary condition 
(2.6) w(0, t) = Ui{t) , t > 0 . 
Remark 2.1. The role of и and v is symmetric in the sense that instead of (2.6) we 
can introduce an analogous boundary condition 
(2.6*) t;(0, t) = wi(r), ^ > 0 . 
The possibility of introducing one boundary condition follows from general 
considerations about correctness of boundary conditions for hyperbolic systems by 
which the number of boundary conditions should be equal to the number of charac­
teristics starting on the boundary. Since we suppose (2.3), this number is one. 
The form of the boundary condition is then closely related to the Riemann in­
variants — the functions w = w(u, v), z = z(u, v) with the property r^^^ grad w = 
= r̂ ^̂  grad z = 0 (see [2], [4]). The classical solution of (2.1) is equivalent to the 
solution of the system 
(2.7) z, + Aiz^ = 0 , w, + ;.2VV;c = 0 • 
Since z is constant along the first characteristics by (2.7) and since Я̂  < 0, the values 
z(0, t) are determined by the given initial values z(x, 0). On the other hand w is 
constant along the second characteristics and since Я2 > 0, we can prescribe the 
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values of w for x = 0. From these facts we can deduce the symmetry of и and v. 
for a given w(0, t) or v(p, t) it suffices to find respectively v(p, t) or w(0, t)) such that 
Z(M(0, t), i'(0, f)) = z(0, t); then we can determine the correct boundary condition 
for w : w(0, )̂ = w{u{0, t), v{0, t)). m 
Remark 2.2. If F has the special form 
F{u, v) = {kv'^ - u ) , /c > 0 , )' > 1 , 
then (2.1) is the system of gas dynamics describing the one-dimensional isentropic 
flow of an ideal polytropic gas in Lagrange's coordinates (see e.g. [4]; и means the 
velocity and v the specific volume) and F satisfies (2.2) —(2.4) on Qp = {(w, v); v > 0). 
In this case the mixed problem (^) has the following physical interpretation: the 
piston moves by a given speed u^ into the gas with the initial state MQ, VQ and we seek 
for the resulting flow of the gas. The condition (2.6) would mean that we know the 
specific volume on the piston, i.e. the pressure on the piston, because p = kv~^. • 
Since, as well as in the case of the Cauchy problem, the nonlinear character of 
equations (2.1) gives rise to discontinuities of the solution even for smooth UQ, W ,̂ 
we shall turn to the generalized solution: 
Definition 2.3. Let (7Q e [L^ ,̂ ^<0, oo)]^, ŵ  G L̂  ^̂ (̂0, oo) and let 
(2.8) Co = {cpe C^^>(R^); sup cp is compact}, 
(2.9) Clo ^{Фе Cl; supp ф a {(x, 0 6 R^; x > 0}} . 
Л generalized solution of the problem (ßP) is any function U e[^L^ioc{^)Ysuch 
that F{U) E [Lii,X^)Y cind 
(2.10) j \XIJ,U + ^J{IJ)~\ dx df + f iA(x, 0) uç,{x) dx = 0 , ф e Cl^ , 
J n Jo 
(2.11) [cp.v + (p^ дЩ dxdt л- I ф(х, 0) VQ{X) dx + 
Jß Jo 
/»00 
+ ^{^,t)g{u,{t))dt=0, cpeCl. • 
It is evident that the classical Ĉ * ^-solution of (^) is also a generalized solution. 
On the other hand if [/ is a generalized solution of (^) such that U e C^^\ a standard 
argument yields that (2.1), (2.5) hold and, further, g{u^{t)) = g{u{0, t)), t > 0. But 
then (2.6) immediately follows from (2.2) and so L/ is a classical solution, too. 
In what follows we shall use the following notation: 
N 
for a vector ] /= (F^, . . . , V^)eR^, let | F | - ^ l̂ l̂ ^e its norm; 
i = 1 
for a function /?, let \\h\\ be its L^,-norm. 
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The aim of this paper is to prove the following global existence theorem: 
Theorem 2.4. Let F = {f, g) satisfy (2.2)-(2.4). Then for each Ü e Qp there 
exist constants d > 0, с > 0 such that if UQ e [^L^(^0, oo)]^, u^ e L^<0, oo) satisfy 
(2.12) max [\\Uo - l7||, \\u^ - w||, Var UQ, Var u^] й d , 
<0,oo) <0,oo) 
then there exists a generalized solution Uel^L^(Q)Y of the problem {ßP). This 
solution satisfies the inequalities 
(2.13) ||l/ - l7|| ^ c{\Uo - V\ + ||wi - w|| + Var V^ + Var u^) ; 
<0,oo) <0,oo) 
(2.14) Var [/(•, t) й c{\Uo - 0\ + \\u^ - й\ + Var V^ + Var u^ 
<0,oo) <0,oo) <0,oo) 
for each t ^ 0 ; 
Лоо 
(2.15) |[/(x, t,) - U{x, t2)\ dx й 
è c\ti - ^2! {\\Uo - ^1 + ||MI - w|| + Var UQ + Var u^) 
<0,cx)) <0,oc) 
for each ti ^ 0 , 2̂ = 0-
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Our construction of approximate solutions is based on simple and shock waves 
which are particular solutions of the so called initial Riemann problem: 
Ut + F{U)^ = 0 for X e R , r > 0 , 
l/(x, 0) = UL for X < 0 , U(x, 0) = Uj, for x > 0 , 
where U^, Uj^ are given constant vectors from Qp. We shall refer to this problem 
briefly as to IRP{UL, UR). 
The f-th simple rarefaction wave (centered at the origin), i = 1, 2, is such 
a continuous solution of 1КР(и^, Uj^) that the f-th Riemann invariant is constant 
in RQ. The i-th shock wave, i = 1, 2, is any piece-wise constant solution of 
IRP(UL, UR) with a discontinuity at a half-line x = at, t > 0, satisfying the jump 
conditions 
Я,(1/^) <a< Я,(С/^) , Я,_1(С7^) <a< X,^,{Uj,) . 
(The solutions are of course taken in the generalized sense.) Both rarefaction and 
shock wave shall be called briefly waves. The waves are functions of xjt (the so called 
automodel functions); the /-th rarefaction waves are constant outside the sector 
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{(x, )̂ G Ro; ^i{Ui) < ^jt < ^/(^/?)} (for a more detailed study of the waves see [2], 
[3], [4]). The following "wave parametrization" theorem is known (see [3]): 
Theorem 3.1. For each VQEQP there exist curves F/(L/o, w), Vi{UQ,u), i = 1,2, 
defined and once continuously differentiable for и near to UQ, VI(UQ, UQ) = 
= Vi{Uo, UQ) = VQ, such that UQ and (u, F,(L/o» ")) (^o ^^^ ("^ ^i{^o^ ^))) ^^^ 
be connected from the left to the right (^from the right to the left, respectively) 
by an i-th wave; if we define a parameter oc by the relation 
(3.1) « = / " - " « ^"- '• = ' ' 
^UQ ~ и for i = 2 , 
then for a ^ 0 [respectively, a ^ 0) this wave is a rarefaction one, otherwise it is 
a shock. 
By means of the curves Vi and the parameter a from (3.1) we shall characterize all 
waves connecting some vectors from the left to the right; so the i-th wave a is a rare­
faction one iff a ^ 0 and a shock iff a < 0. 
Since A^ < ^2, the first wave â  connecting Uj^ and Uj^ and the second wave «2 
connecting Uj^ abd Uf^ can be fitted together to form a solution of lRP{Ui^, Uj^). 
We shall say that such a solution is represented by the wave a = (a^, (X2) and write 
(X : иj^ \-> иj^; the first (second) wave a can be taken as the "vector-wave" a = (1, 0) 
(« = (0, a)). 
Theorem 3.2. For each UQ E Qp there exist constants ^з((7о) > Ö? ^4(^0) > 0 
such that for (7̂  e Qp, \Ui — \J^ S dsiPo), i = 1, 2, there exists a unique solution 
of IRP(Ui, и2) represented by the wave s with \s\ S ^^Д /̂о)-
For the p roo f see [2], [4]. 
Definition 3.3. Let 
(3.2) a^ = max (O, a) , <x~ = min (O, a) . 
For a sequence (finite or not) of waves гЧ г^, ... we define 
(3.3) D(г^8^...)^Z|4|И| + i E{|(eriNI + Nr iN)1}. 
i<j k=i /ФУ 
Remark 3.4. In the terminology of approaching waves (see [ l ]) we can write 
D(e\ ...) as follows: 
D{sK в^ ...) = YiHl Hb f̂c ^^^ m̂ approach} ; 
so D "measures" the influence of possible interactions between the waves E\ (Two 
waves oc, ß approach (each other) iff they can interact in a finite time.) • 
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In [1] J. GLIMM has proved an important theorem concerning "composing" 
of Riemann problems. We give here its slight generalization suitable for our purposes: 
Theorem 3.5. Let UQEQP be fixed and let UteQp, |(7,- - UQ\ ̂  d^iUo), i = 
= 1, 2, 3, 4; £ : ^1 î -> t/4, (x^ : L/f_i 1-̂  [/,-, i = 2, 3, 4. Then 
(3.4) г,. = af + a? + 4 + D(a^ a^ a^) 0( l ) , / = 1,2, 
where the function 0( l ) is uniform in the sense that there exists a constant К ^(JJQ) > 
> 0 such that 
(3.5) \0{1)\ й K,{Uo) for all a^ a^ a^ considered. 
"Wave" solutions U oï IRP(Uj^, Uj^) are in general defined a.e. in RQ; if we put 
U{x, 0) ЕЕ UL for X йО, U{x, 0) = L/ĵ  for X > 0 and U{x, t) = U{x, t - 0) = 
= lim U(x, s) on a possible line of discontinuity, U is defined everywhere in RQ. 
s - ^ f - O 
For two different points a, b e R^' we denote by {a — b} the segment with the 
endpoints a, b. 
Definition 3.6. Let [a^ — a^} cz RQ, a' = (a^, aj), / = 1, 2, and let the wave a 
represent the solution U of IRP(Ui^, Uj^) for some l/^, t/̂ .̂ Then the wave a n 
n {a^ — a^} is defined as follows: 
If al,lal < alja^ and if a coincides with an i-th wave a, / e {l, 2}, then 
for a < 0, set a n {a^ ~ a^} = 0 if U{a^) = U{a^) and a n (a^ - 0^} = a 
otherwise; 
for a ^ 0 there exists a rarefaction wave ß : (7(Ö^) I-> t/(a^), 0 ^ ß ^ (x; set 
a n {a^ - a^} = î . 
Further 
^ 1 9Л / a n (a^ — аЧ for alia! > allaf , 
ОС n [a^ - a^} ~ (^ ^ ^ ' ' 
^ 0 for a^jaf = a^ja^ ; 
a n {a' — a^} = (a^ n {a^ — a^}, a2 n {a^ — a^}) . 
For a, Ь G {̂  = 0} set a n {a — Ь} = a n (fl — b}, where a, £ are such points 
that U{ä) = U{a), U{b) = (7(b). 
For / = {a^ - a^} u {a^ - a^}, а'еЩ, i = 0, 1, 2, such that a^'^ja^'^ ^ 
^ a^Ja\, z = 1, 2, set a n / == a n {a^ — a^}. • 
The total variation Var ф of a function cp over the interval <x, y> c= R is defined 
as usual, moreover, 
Var ip = sup Var cp , 
<X,00) >'>X <.X,>'> 
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For (p defined on R^, {« — 6} c: R^, let the variation of (p along the segment 
{a — b] be 
Var (p = Var cp^ 
{a-b} < 0 , 1 > 
where 
cp%i) ^ ф(а, + ^(Ь, - a,), a, + ^{b, ~ a,)) , ^ E <0, 1> . 
Lemma 3.7. Let UgEÜf. Then there exist constants <:',((Jo) > 0, / = 1, 2, 
dQ{U Q) e (0, d2{U о)У with the following properties: for all UiEÜf such that 
\Ui - C/o| й d^iUo), i = 1,2, and for the solution U of IRP{Ui, U2) given by 
the wave s :Ui ^'-> V2 it holds 
(3.6) |и(л', t) - Vi\ й H/ci(^o) , (A% 0 ^ ^l ' i = U2; 
(3.7) c,{Uo) \U, ~ U2I ^ H ^ ^2(1/0) 1̂ 1 - ^2! . 
If moreover \\Ji — (7o| = <^8(̂ o)̂  ' = Ь 2' ^̂ ^̂ ^ 
(3.8) |[/(x, 0 - [/o| ^ ^з(^о) for all (x, /) G R J 
and for each segment {a — b} с RQ we /lafe 
(3.9) Ci(t/o) Var V ^\гсл{а - b]\^ c^ifJ^ Var U . 
\a — b\ {a — b\ 
We omit the proof since it is not difficult and follows from the definitions and the 
automodel character of V. 
4. MIXED RIEMANN PROBLEM 
We can pose a problem analogous to the initial-value Riemann problem: to find 
a solution (7 of the system (2.1) on Q satisfying the initial condition l/(x, O) = (/Q» 
X > 0, and the boundary condition w(0, t) = Wj, t > 0, where IJQ, MJ are given 
constants. In what follows we shall refer to such a problem as to a mixed Riemann 
problem or briefly MRPiu^, UQ). 
Theorem 4.1. Let U e Qp. Then there exists a constant c'*((7) > 0 such that if 
UQEQP, u^eR satisfy \Uo — Ü\ ^ d2{Ü), [wj — w| ^ ^^{O) then there exists 
a solution и of MRP{ui, UQ) given by the second wave s and satisfying the ine­
quality 
(4.1) |i;(0, t) - Vo\ й c*(t/) |г| , t>0. 
Proof. Let L/i = (wi, F2((7o, wi.)). There exists a solution L/* of IRP{U^,UQ) 
given by the second wave e = UQ — w ;̂ for (7* we have 
w*(0, 0 = wi , r > 0 ; (7*(x, 0) = (7o , x > 0 . 
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Hence it is sufficient to put U = l/*|ß. (Geometrically the solution of MRP{u^, UQ) 
is represented by the intersection Ui of the curve V2{UQ, •) with the fine и = u^.) 
Since v{0, ?) = ^1 for а1И > 0, we have 
|Î;(0, t) - Vo\ = 1^2(1/0, w,) - V2{Uo, Uo)\ 
and consequently it suffices to put 
c*(Ü) = sup I - ^ (U, ti)\ ; \U - и\й аз{и), \ü - ü\ S d^{U)\ . m 
(I du I J 
In what follows we shall consider only solutions of MRP of the type constructed 
in the proof of Theorem 4.1. This agreement makes our considerations unambiguous 
although no uniqueness is established. 
Remark 4.2. Since all results from Sections 3,4 are invariant with respect to transla-
tion of the origin, we can apply them to the problem 
U, + F{U)^ = 0 on R b T^O; 
U{x, T) = V\ for X < X , V{x, T)=Uf^ for x> X , X e R . 
We shall call such a problem 1RP{U\^, Uj^) with the center (X, T); analogously 
for MRP and waves arising from these problems. • 
5. DIFFERENCE SCHEME AND APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 
In what follows we shall confine ourselves to certain local character of initial and 
boundary functions in the sense that for certain fixed 0 e Qp and sufficiently small 
constant dso > 0 we suppose 
(5.1) max[||U'o — C?||, ||wi — û\\, YMUQ, Var W J ^ c/50 . 
<0,oc) <0,oo) 
Let us start from the restriction 
(5.2) dso й ds{U) 
and denote d^ = d^{U), Jg = 4 ( 0 ) , c* = c*([7). Further let 
4 = sup Щи)]; \U ~-и\й{1 + с*)^з} , 
Яо = sup Щф{и, a))|; \U ~ U\ ^ 4 , |oe| й 4 , J = h 2}, 
where 
Ф(и, a) = (w + â  — a2, V2{{u + a^, Vi{U, и + oc^)), и + oc^ — (X2)) • 
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We fix a constant qo > 0 such that 
(5.3) ^0 > 2 max [ÀQ, A*] 
and from now on we shall suppose that г > 0, s > О satisfy 
(5.4) - = Яо 
S 
so that 5 = s(r) is a function of r. 
Let N = {l, 2, ...} be the set of all natural numbers, N = {0} u N. 
Now we define 
Y = {(m, n) G N^; m + n is even} 
and for (m, n) e У let Л,„ „ = v4„, „(г) с: Ö be the horizontal line-segment 
^m,n = {(-̂ ^̂  ̂ ^y iT̂ ax [0, (ш - l) r] ^ X й (m + 1) r} . 
Finally, let 
A = A{r) ^ П ^™,..('-) • 
(т,п)еГ 
An infinite vector a = {öf,„,;,} e Л will represent a random choice of mesh points in our 
difference scheme. 
Given г > 0 and a e A{f), the approximate solution U^^ of the mixed problem (^) 
is constructed as follows: 
r Let 
(5.5) VQX^X) = Uo(mr) for x e (max [0, (m — 1) r ] , (m + 1) r> , m G N even ; 
u^J^t) = i/i(ns) for t G <(n — 1)5, (n + 1)5), H G N odd; 
and further 
(5.6) [/,,«(x, 0) = t/o,.(:^) for X > 0 . 
Then (5.1) implies 
(5.7) |^.>. J - 1̂ ^ 3̂ 
for n = 0, m G N even. 
2° Suppose that for neN the approximate solution 11^^^ is defined for Г S ^s, 
X ^ 0 and that (5.7) holds for all m G N, m + n even. Let us denote 
(5.8) Шо = Шо{п) = min {m G N; (m, n) G 7} . 
By (5.7) and Theorem 3.2, for each m ^ mo + 2, (m, n) G У there exists a solution 
и"*'" of//?Р([7^Да^_2,„), Ur,a{'^m,7)) with the center ((m — l) r, ns) given by the wave 
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with the same center. We define 
(5.9) L/,,,(x, 0 = (7"'"(x, t) for t e <n5, {n + 1) 5), 
, mr\ m ^ Wo + 2 . X G j max - , (w — 2) r 
2 ^ ^ 
Further, by Theorem 4.1 there exists a solution L/'"°'" of МЯР(м^ ^(?TS), U\.J^a^^,)) 
with the center (0, ns) given by the second wave e'"«'". Then we define 
(5.10) l/,,,(x, r) = (;"^°'"(x, t) for X e / 0 , max Г- , т о г 1 \ , 
r e <ns, (n + 1) 5) . 
Relations (5.9), (5.10) define (7̂  « on the strip 
(5.11) Я„ = {(x, t)EQ\ te {ns, (n + l) 5)} . 
3° At the mesh points on the line ^ = (n + 1) s we define 
( 5 . 1 2 ) Ur,Xam,n + l) = 1^г,аК,п^Ъ ( « + 1) 5 - 0 ) , ( w , П + l) E Y, 
where а̂ „ „ denotes the x-coordinate of the point a^ „. 
4° On the line Г = (n + l) s we set 
(5.13) (7,,a(x, {n + 1) s) = L/,,«(a^ „ + i) for x e (max [0, (m - 1) r ] , (w + 1) r>. 
5° Relations (5.9) —(5.13) define JJ^. ^ on Я„ and we can repeat our construction 
from the item T provided (5.7) holds for w + 1 and all m such that w + n + 1 is 
even. 
If (5.7) holds for all (m, n)eY then the approximate solution (7^ « is defined on 
the whole quadrant Q\ this will be proved for sufficiently small d^o in the following 
sections. The initial restriction (5.2) impHes that (7̂  „ is defined at least for t g 2s. 
Lemma 5.1. The waves e"*'", (m, П)Е Y do not intersect each other in the strip П„ 
and consequently, U^ ^ ^^ ̂ ^ exact solution of the system (2.1) in the strip П„. 
Proof of Lemma follows immediately from conditions (5.3), (5.4) and from the 
basic properties of rarefaction and shock waves. • 
6. J^-CURVES 
By an o^-curve we mean, roughly speaking, an infinite piece-wise linear curve 
starting on the line x = 0 and connecting the mesh points a^^,»^ (^m+i,m ^ — ^ ± 1-
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Definition 6.1. Let Ь„ = (О, (/t + \) s), п eN. For а given п е N let the first 
segment of an У-curve J^ starting at its origin b„ be one of the following segments: 
{K - ^moin),n]^ [bn - «/.o(« + i),« + i} ("b(«) is defined by (5.8)). If we have defined 
a part J^* of J and 
m = max [m; â ^ „ e c/*} , then the next segment of J^ is 
{«m,« - ^ m + l , n + l } o r { a ^ ^ „ - Ö f ^ + l , „ ~ l } • 
The mesh points a^„ e J, b„ e J are called vertices of c/, the set of all vertices is 
denoted by У{<^\ 
We shall confine our consideration to J^-curves lying in the strip П„и П^^^ for 
some n e N and denote by [У] the set of all such curves. 
Finally, the first J^-curve (9 e [j^] is defined as 
0 = {bo - ao,o} ^ {<̂ o,o - «i.,i} ^ {^1,1 - «2,0} u ... , (P c= Яо . • 
Each «/-curve J^ e [У] divides the domain {(x, ^)e R^; x > 0} into two com­
ponents; we denote Q(J) the one of them for which Q[J) з {(x, t); x > 0, t < 0}. 
Definition 6.2. Let J^, / e [J] be two J^^-curves. We say that J^ ^ / iff Q{J) a 
a Q{f) (i.e. / lies toward the larger time then . / ) . • 
Lemma 6.3. 1° The set [^] /5 partially ordered by the relation ^ . 
2° The curve (9 is the least element of [J], i.e. Ф < / for all / e [J], / ^ 0. 
3° The set [j^] satisfies the condition of minimality, i.e. each nonempty subset 
В c [^] has a minimal element — such a curve J'ß e В that for J e В it is not 
Proof of the first two items of Lemma follows immediately from the definitions. 
As to the item 3°, one of minimal elements of В can be constructed by induction as 
follows: Let 
Mo = min {и G N; Ь„ G J^ e Б} , n^ = min [n e N; [b^^ — a^^„} a J еВ) ; 
Evidently i^ a J for some J еВ. Having constructed segments /,• = {a^._i „._i — 
- ^ть'ь} *)' ^ == 1. 2, ..., /c, we put 
Hfc+i = min {л GN; a^^^^^^eJеВ, {J^t ^ ^^} , 
к 
и 
*) Here formally «^^ ̂  J ^^^=6„^. 
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Evidently, the J^-curve J^^ = U /,• belongs to B. If Jß were not a minimal element 
/ --= 1 
k* 
of Б, then there would exist J^ e В and /c* e N such that ^ * < J^^ and U /,• cz ^* , 
/̂ i*+l Ф J^. But this would contradict to the definition of П;̂ *+1. • 
Definition 6.4. Let J, / e [,/] be two J^-curves. We say that / is the successor 
of J^ ilT one of the following possibilities holds: 
{6Л) V{/) \ V(J) = a , , . , V{J) \ V{J) = a, ,„_, , {m,n)eY; 
(6.2) F ( / ) \ F ( ^ ) = 0 , V{^)\V{/) = ao,n or 
F ( / ) \ F(J^) = ao,n. K-^) \ V{/) = 0, n even ; 
(6.3) V{/)^V{J) = K^,^ V{J)\V{/) = K. neN. 
7. FUNCTIONALS Fj , F2 
We shall introduce real functions Fi : [j^] -> <(0, co>, / = 1, 2, which, in a sense, 
represent apirori estimates of the variation and the norm of the approximate solution. 
Since in this section we shall deal only with fixed r, a we shall write briefly U(x, t) 
instead of Ur^^{x, t). 
Definition 7.1. Let the approximate solution U be defined along the curve J^ e [j^]. 
We define the waves e'"'" n e/, (m, n) e 7 a s follows: 
Г For m ^ 1 let /* = ^ n [{a„,_2,„ - a^-un+i} ^ {«m-i,. + i - «m,J] *)• If 
/* Ф 0, we put e"''" nJ = £'"'" n /* (see Definition 3.6). 
2° For m = 1 and /* = 0 let /1 = J^ n {b„ ~ ai^„}. If /^ Ф 0, we put s^^"" nJ = 
3° For m = 0 and n even the curve J^ can "come back" into the wave e^'" and can 
intersect this wave even three times. Therefore we define e^'" n ^ as a set of 
one or two waves taking into account only the segments of J^ intersecting s^'" 
in the direction of increasing x: 
3a° If {b„,ao,n,ai,n+u^2,n} ^ V{^) and a\^„^^ < rjl then 
3b° If {b,„ ai,„+i, a2,. + 2} ^ y[^) and Ö0.« ̂  -^ then 
*) Here formally Ö - I , „ =̂  ^и-
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3c° If [b 
öi,.n+i < 'V^ then 
3d° If {b„, ao,,p ai,„-i} c: F(y) , a;,„+i ^ r/2 or if {b„, ao,„, fli,„-i} с К(У) or if 
{b^, О1.п+1.«2,Л ^ K«^), «o ,n^^ or if {b„, ao,„, ai,„ + i,02..f2} c: F(j^) then 
4° In all other cases except 1° —3° we take г'"'" n j^^ as an empty (nonexisting) 
wave (e.g. if e'"'" is not defined or if J^ n Я„ = 0). • 
For J e [j^] we denote by e(j^) the set of all nonempty waves г'"'" n ^ inter­
secting the curve c/. We arrange the countable set e(J) into a sequence {a'}^= i = e(J) 
in such a way that i > j iff* a' intersects J^ after (toward the larger x than) a .̂ 
Definition 7.2. Let t/ be defined along ^ e\J\ e(j^) = {a ' jr i i , a'' = (ai,a^). 
We define the following functionals: 
OO 
(7.1) L{J) = I | a ' | ; 
(7.2) ô(^) = D(«S a^ ...) + E {|(a'i)-| |«̂ | + |(ai)1 {\<\ + ИП) ; 
(7.3) F , ( ^ ) = L{J) + 14K,Q{J) ; 
where i) has been introduced in Definition 3.3 and K^ = Ki(U) > 0 is the constant 
from Theorem 3.5. • 
Remark 7.3. As follows from the proof of Lemma 7.4, the functional L represents 
the variation of the approximate solution U. However, suitable estimates cannot 
be proved directly for L, which is why certain "correction" 14KiQ is added to L. 
The functional Q can be interpreted as the influence of the interactions of waves 
from the approximate solution: D represents the waves which can interact directly 
(see Remark 3.4) while the other terms on the right-hand side of (7.2) represent the 
influence of waves reflecting on the boundary x = 0 (i.e. on the head of the piston 
in the physical interpretation of Remark 2.2). Since Я̂  < 0, the waves of the first 
family intersect the line x == 0 at a finite time T > 0; for t > T the solution of the 
mixed problem has the character of a wave of the second family of the opposite 
kind — i.e., a rarefaction wave if the initial wave is a shock and a shock wave if the 
initial wave is a rarefaction one (see e.g. [4] for the equations of gas dynamics). 
To the interaction of reflected waves, we can then apply again Remark 3.4. • 
Lemma 7.4. Let U be defined along J G \ / \ Then 
(7.4) F i (y ) ^ [1 + 28Xi L(^)] L ( ^ ) . 
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/ / , moreover, J cz Fl^for some и e N and 
(7.5) \V{b) - (7| ^ Jg for all b e V{J) , 
then 
(7.6) Yar U(-, t)S— F^(J) , ns ut й{п + l)s. 
<0,oo) Ci 
(7.7) Fi(é?) ^ c i , [ Var Uo + ||^o - С̂Ц + \\щ - Ц] , 
where 
(7.8) Cil = (2 + c^) (1 + UK,{2 + c^} dso) • 
(cj = Cj(L/), i = 1, 2, ore the constants from Lemma 3.7.) 
00 
Proof. Evidently Z)(a\ œ ,̂ ...) ^ ^ |a'| \<x^\ = [L(J)Y and analogously for the 
other terms in (7.2). Therefore ô(j^) й 2[L(j^)]^ and we immediately obtain (7.4). 
Further, if of c= П„, n e N, then 
(7.9) L{J) ^ Y l^^'l • 
m 
Using Lemma 3.7 we get for t e {ns, {n + l) 5) 
(7.10) |e" '̂"| ^ ci Var U{% t). 
<max[0 ,(m — 2)r],mr> 
Since L{J) й F{J^I (7.9) and (7.10) imply (7.6), Finally 
00 
Ь{Ф) й 2|8°-°| + X И''°| 
and since|s^'^| = \uo{0) — Ui(s)\, U(', 0) = UQ^., we obtain by means of Lemma 3.7 
Ь{Ф) й(2 + c^) [ Var I/o,, + |iio(0) - u,{s)W 
<0,oo) 
and (7.7) follows by direct computation. (Let us obsei've that the inequality in (7.9) 
can hold iff n is even and EP'^ r^ J> Ф {e^'"}, so in all other cases we have moreover 
L ( ^ ) g c 2 V a r [ / ( - , 0 . ) • 
<0,a)) 
Definition 7.5. Let U be defined along J e \_J^. For «.„̂  „̂  G ̂ f let e(a^o,„o; -./) 
be the set of all waves a n / where a e s(^) and / с j ^ is a segment of the form 
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{«ш-1.,п* - ^m,«} or {b„* - a,„,„}, m S то. For h„Ej let e{b,,; J) = 0. Further 
let b e V{J). We put 
(7.11) L{b',J)^ Y H ' 
Я6£(Ь;/) 
(7.12) F2(b; J) ^ c,\U{b) ^ U\ + L{b; J) + 14K, ß ( ^ ) , 
where 
(7.13) cg = min [c i , ( l + c*)- ' ] 
Finally let 
(7.14) F2(J^) = sup F2{b\ J) . • 
beV{I) 
Lemma 7.6. Le/ L'' be defined along J e [j^]. Then 
(7.15) | t / ( b ) - l / | ^ l F , ( ^ ) 
/or eac/i Ь e F(j^). Moreover, if {1.5) holds then (7.15) is true for all b e J'. Finally 
(7.16) F,((P) ^ Ci2(||t/o - Щ + ||i/, - й\\ + Var t/o), 
<0,сю) 
where 
(7.17) C12 = C9 + 2ci i . 
Proof. Inequality (7.15) for b e VÇf) follows directly from the definition of F2-
Let (x, t) E J and suppose (x, /) G Л where / = («m-i,«' — <̂ т,Л or / = 
= {b„. — fl„, „} |n — n'\ ^ 1. Let e.g. (for the sake of definiteness) n ~ n Л- I and 
put a = 8 '" '"n/. Then 
\U{x,t)-V{a,,,,)\ ^Уши ^~\a\ 
by Lemma 3.7 and therefore 
(7.18) |C/(x, 0 - t7| ̂  -^ |a| + |C/(a,„J - Uj . 
Evidentely a e г(ош,„; -^) *) so that (7.18) implies 
C9|C/(x, t)-tj\^ L{a^y, J) + c,\U{a^,:) - Oj ^ F,(a^,„; J) 
*) For m = 0, a фК^т,п'> -^^ ^^У occur, but in this case £^'" еЕ(ат,п^ ^)^ k^'"i ^ |a| and 
so it suffices to replace a by e^'". 
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and consequently (7.15) holds for b = (x, t). Finally, since dso = ^s ^^ can apply 
the preceding estimates to the curve 0, in particular for b = a^^^ we have 
^ 9 | ^ ( « m , l ) ~ Щй i^2(<^m+l,0; ^ ) ^ n d t hc r c fo rC 
F^{(9) ^ C9 sup |C/(fl,,,o) --Щ+ 2F,{(9) 
keN 
because L(6; Ф) g L(^). Then (7.16) is obtained by means of Lemma 7,4. • 
Lemma 7.7. Let ß e [o^] be a successor of У e [j^] of the type (6.1). Let U be 
defined along J so that (7.5) holds and let further 
(7.19) F^{J) S c,(J) dso , c^Jf) > 0 , 
(7.20) dso S min [ds, (c,{jf) UK,)-'] . 
Then и is defined also along ß and 
(7.21) F , ( / ) g F , ( ^ ) , f = l , 2 . 
Proof. The curves J^, ß differ in the diamond A with the vertices a ,̂ „, a^^„-2, 
a^_i „_i, a^ + i „_i. From (7.5) it follows that there exists a solution of 
/i?P((7(a^_i „_i), [/(«,„+ i,„_i)) and so V is defined along / . 
While the upper part ^ \ J^ of Л is intersected by one wave g"'+^'"-i^ the lower 
part J \ ß of Л can be intersected by two or three waves. However, the proofs are 
similar in both cases. Let us consider the case m ~ 2, a1 „_t < r/2, i.e. the case of 
three waves. Denote г{/) = {a'}, &{ß) = {ß'} and 7 = 8^'""^ n [a^^^-i — ^2,n-'2]^ 
Comparing 8(ß) and e(^) we see that ß = ß^ and 
(7.22) L ( / ) = L(^) + \ß\ - |r| - |г| - |^| , 
(7.23) e ( / ) = e ( ^ ) - D + lî l̂ (|iS,| - |г,| - |^,|) + 
+ \{ßir\{\ß2\-\y2\-h\~\a2\) + 
+1(̂ )11(|(̂ .)1 - Ы-| - N 1 -1(<5.)1) + 
00 
+ (|(i9i)1-|(01-|(^.)1)ZHI + 
/c=3 
00 
+ Ш1-1Ы1-1(^01) Z|(M)1 + 
A:=3 
00 
+ (li52|-|72|-h|-H2|)ZH| + 
k = 3 
00 
+ Ш1-|Ы-|- |Ы-|- | (^ .Г|)ЕИ| + 
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о:! 
+ ФгГ\ - 1(72)1 - 1Ы1 - РгШтП + 
00 
+ (1(^.)1-Ы1-1(^01)1 И + 
fc=3 
00 + i\ißo-\-hr\-m-\)um + m)-) + 
к=3 
+ (-1Ы1 И-N1[H i | +1(̂ 2)1])-
= Ö(^) - D + qi + q2 + ... + q^i. 
By Theorem 3.5 we obtain ßt = Jt + ei + ô,- + D 0(l) , / = 1, 2, and consequently 
(7.25) A, = \ß,\ - |y,| - |б,| - |^,| UDK,, / = 1,2. 
Further if {ß,)" Ф 0 then 
я'> - m-\ - i(7.-)i - Ы'\ - рд-1= -ßi - IW1 - - = 
= - у , . - e , - . 5 ; - Z ) 0 ( l ) - | ( y , . ) 1 - . . . ^ 
^ IW1 + N 1 + l(̂ --ri + ß|o(i)| - |(r,-)1 - -
and therefore 
(7.26) q\SDK,, / = 1,2, 
since evidently ^'. ^ 0 for (jÖ,)~ = 0. Analogously (it is y^ = О) 
(7.27) \iß,y\-\{e,r\-\io,r\^DK,. 
Inequalities (7.25)-(7.26) imply 
qju DK,L{J), j = 1,2,..., 10, 
and since qn ^ 0, we get 
(7.28) Ö ( / ) è Ö(^) + (lOi^, L(^) -])D. 
Then we obtain from (7.25), (7.28) 
(7.29) A,+A2 + UKi Qif) й[2 + UOK, L{J) - 14] K,D + UK, Q{J). 
In virtue of (7.19), (7.20) 
(7.30) 2 + 140Ki L{J) - 14 ^ 2 + 10 - 14 < 0 , 
and therefore 
(7.31) \ß\ - |y| - H - Щ + 1 « , ß ( / ) й UK, Q{J). 
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Similarly Qif) g О И + D[lOK, c,{J^) d^o - l] ^ О И + >̂[(10/14) - 1] and 
so 
(7.32) e ( / ) й о И . 
Now (7.21) for i = 1 immediately follows from (7.22) and (7.31). 
Taking account of (7.31), (7.32) one can easily show that 
(7.33) F^ib; / ) й F^{b; J) for Ъ e F (^ ) n 
If we denote (p' = в^'"~' n {ai,„_i — Ог.п}» <P^ - s^'"'^ f^ {̂ 2,« ~ «3,n-i}> then 
Ь(а2.„; / ) = Ь(аз,„_1,; ^ ) + |9>'| - |y| - |б| - |^ | , 
\u{a,_„) -С\й |и(аз,„-,) - 0 \ + \<p'\lc, . 
Since [<^ |̂ + \(p^\ = \ß\, we obtain by means of (7.31) 
(7.34) F^ia,,,; / ) й c,\U{a,,,,.,) - Ü\ + Ь(аз,„_,; J) + 
+ \ß\ - \У\ - H - Щ + 14K, Ô ( / ) g F2(a3,„_i; ^ ) . 
Now (7.21) for i = 2 follows from (7.33), (7.34). • 
Lemma 7.8. Let ß e [j^] be a successor of J e \jfl^ of the type (6.2) and let U 
be defined along J. Then U is defined also along ^ and (7.21) holds. 
Proof. Since F ( / ) c= V{J) or V{f) = V{/) u {ao,J, «/ = {b„., ~ a , , „_J u 
u [/" n J^], I/ is defined along ß. Comparing 8(e/), s(ß) we see that £(./) = 
= e ( / ) u { 8 ^ ' " n { a o , „ - «i,„+i}} for F ( / ) \ F ( ^ ) = 0, a^i ,„+i<r/2, otherwise 
^(</) = ^(^)- Hence the rest of the proof is easy. • 
Lemma 7.9. Let ß e [У] be a successor of J e [j^] of the type (6.3) for n even 
and let и be defined along J' such that 
(7.35) \u{a,^„^,)-Ü\ud,. 
Then и is defined also along / and (7.21) holds. 
Proof. We have f\J-= {b„+i - ai,„+i}, ^ \ f = {K - ai,.„+i}, и even. 
Since by Theorem 4.1 there exists a solution of MRP{uy(i^n + 1) s), t/(ai,„+i)), 
Ï/ is defined along / . Denote È{J) = {а'}Г=1, г{/) = {ß'}r=i and 
«^ =s^ ' " ' ^{b« - ai,„+i} if «;,„ + ! > r /2 , 
0 otherwise . 
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Evidently a> = e°'" n {b„ - ai,„+i}, ß' = Ê'-" + ' . Comparing £(j^), e ( / ) we see 
that 
(7.36) L(/) =L(^) + | / ? 4 - | a 4 - | y | , 
(7.37) ô ( / ) = ß(^) - /)(«', y) + [|(/?01 - |(«^)1 - \{У2Г\] £ 1̂ 1 + 
00 
+ [|(-81)1 - N)1 - 1Ы1] 1 [И1 + Г.)1] -
оо -\(уо-\ит + т)-\]-
-|()'.)1Е[|№)1 + И] = 
/ с=2 
= Q{J) - i ) (a \ г) + ^1 + (?2 + ^3 + ^4 • 
Since ai,„ + i ^ г/2 implies а̂  = ß^ and у = О, we can confine ourselves to the case 
c^\,n + i > 'V -̂ By the definition of U, u^^ we have u{bn + \) = "(b„) = Ui{(n + l) s). 
Hence 
Oil = u{b,) - u{ao,n), ßl = w(b,) - w(öfi,„4-i) 
and further 
y, = u{r, {n + 1/2) s) - u{ao,n) , У2 = "(r, (/г + 1/2) s) - u{a^^„ + ,) , 
Therefore ß\ = ocl ~ У1 + У2 ̂ ^<^ 
(7.38) | ( ^ ' ) - | = max(0, -ßl) й К«!)"] + \{угУ\ + | Ы 1 , 
(7.39) 1(̂ 1)̂ 1 = max(0,^y й |(«1) |̂ + |(у,)1 + 1(^)1 ' 
(7.40) |/?Ч ^ |аЧ + |7| . 
Now (7.38), (7.39) imply q^ + q^ й^, Чг + 1г й^ »"'i ^^'^'^^ 
(7.41) е ( / ) ^ е(^) . 
Since L ( / ) g L(J^) by (7.36) and (7.40), (7.41) yields F,{/) й Р^{^). Further 
L{b;f) = L{b;J) +Щ- |« ' | - |у| for beV{je)n V(f) and therefore using 
(7.40), (7.41) we see that 
(7.42) F,{b; / ) й F,{b; J) 
for fee F ( ^ ) n F ( / ) . Since L{b„w, f) = L(ai .„+,; . / ) - |« ' | " bl- we obtain 
from (4.1) 
(7.43) fa (b„ . . ; / ) й C9| t / (a i , . i ) - i7| + c,(l + ^*) |/^'l + 
+ L(a, ,„ , , ;J^)- |«4- |y | + l4i ï i6( / )-
But cg{\ + c*) g 1 and so (7.40), (7.41), (7.43) imply (7-42) for Ь = fe„+i. Hence 
Fiif) = •f̂ 2('̂ ) and the proof is complete. • 
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Lemma 7.10. Let / e \J~\ be a successor of J e \J~\ of the type (6.3) for n odd 
and let и be defined along ^ such that 
(7.44) |t/(ao,„ + 0 ~V\ud, 
and (7.19), (7.20) hold. Then U is defined also along ß and 
(7.45) f , ( / ) ^ FiJ) + 2|Mi((n + 2) s) - ulni)\, ,- = 1,2. 
Proof. Since / \ ^ = {b„ + i - ao,„+i}, ^ \ / = {b„ - «O.B+I}, " odd and 
since (7.44) holds. Theorem 4.1 implies that C/ is defined at b„+i and hence along f. 
Let 7 = e'-" n {b„ - ao,„}, e(^) = {a'}, e ( / ) = {/}'} ;evidently г'''"+' = p\ Then 
(7.46) ;S2 = ?2 + Ч Ь „ + , ) - " ( ' ' - . ) • 
Further, L ( / ) = liJ) + |/?'| - H and 
00 
ß(/) = e(-/) + Z im - |У2|) |)?̂ | + {W^-\ - |(У2)1) l̂ âl + 
k = l 
+ (|()^Г|-Ы1)Га)-|]. 
From (7.46) it follows 
(7.47) H | -b2 | ^K^+i ) -« (b„ ) | , 
|()51)1^Ы1 + КЬ„.1)-ЧМ-
Then 
(7.48) L ( / ) < L(^) + |"(b„+i) - м(Ь„)|, 
e ( / ) Û QH + |«(fo„+i) - u(b„)\ L{J), 
and using (7.19), (7.20) we obtain 
(7.49) F , ( / ) й F,{J) + [1 + MiCi L(>)] |u(b„,0 - u(fe„)| ^ 
uF,{j) + 2\u{b„^,)-u{b„)\. 
Since «(b„) = u(ns), M(b„+i) = "((и + 2) s), (7.49) implies (7.45) for i = 1. 
If Ь 6 F(J^) n F ( / ) t h e n L ( b ; / ) й Up; J) + Щ- \y\ й L{b; J) + |u(fe„+,) -
- u(fc„)| and by means of (7.48), (7.19), (7.20) we get 
(7.50) Fib; / ) g Fib; J) + 2|м(Ь„+,) - «(Ь„)| . 
Using (4.1) we see that |C/(&„+i) - î^| ^ |b'(ßo,n+i) - Ù| + (l + с*) | Р Ч and since 
b(b„+i; / ) = L(ao,„ + i; •^) - bl ' the inequality 
i^2(b„+,; / ) ^ ^9|t^(«o,„.i) - î / | + C9(l + c*) |/?'| - |y| + 
+ L(ao.„+i;^) + 1 4 X i ß ( / ) 
holds. Then (7.47), (7.48), (7.19) and (7.20) imply (7.50) for h = Ь„+, and hence 
(7.45) holds for / = 2, too. • 
8. ESTIMATES FOR THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 
Let us define 
(8.1) cu ^ (2 + c , ) ( l + UK,{2 + C2)ds), c,, = C9 + 2c,, ; 
/о^ч R u + 2 Ci2 + 21 
(8.2) Ci4 = max , . 
L ^1 ^9 J 
The constants dg, C9, Сц, c^^y ^14 do not depend on ^50 but only on the function 
F = (/, g) and the fixed vector V e Qp. Since d^o S dg it is evident (compare (7.8), 
(7.17)) that 
(8.3) C^i йСп , ^12 ^ ^12. 
Theorem 8.1. Let (5.1) hold with 
(8.4) J50 ^ min Jg, 7 - ^ , 77777;^ Г-Т = ^51 . 
L 4ci4 56Xi(2 + c i i ) j 
T/zen for each a e A, r > 0 the approximate solution 11^^ ^^ defined on the whole 
set Q and for t e <ns, (n + l) s), n G N, x ^ 0 it satisfies 
(8.5) |l/,,„(x, t)-0\u 
^ с,Д||[/о - Ù\\ + \\ui - й\\ + Var Uo + Var u^) ^ dg , 
<0,oc)) <0,(B+l)s> 
(8.6) Yar l / , , „ ( - , 0^ 
<0,cx)) 
^ ^14(1^0 - Щ\ + hi - û\\ + Var Uo + Var u,) й dg . 
<0,oo) <0, ( / i+l )s> 
Proof. For / e [ j ^ ] starting at b„, n e N we put n{f) = n. Further we fix 
a e A, r > 0 and denote U = 17̂  .̂ 
Let [^ ]^ be the set of all ^-curves / e [^] wit the properties 
(8.7) и is defined along / ; 
(8.8) F,{f) й с^Дио - Ü\\ + \\u, - й\\ + 
мл 
+ Var С/0 + 2 5 : \u,^,{is) - u,^,{{i - 1) s)|) , 
<0,oo) i=l 
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(8.9) F , ( / ) ^ с,Дио - Щ + \\u, - й\\ + 
+ Var I/o + 2 ^ \ui,r{is) - ŵ  Д(/ - l) 5)|) . 
< 0 , o o ) 1 = 1 
Now it is sufficient to show 
(8.10) [J^f = [J] . 
Indeed, each (x, t)e Q lies in a strip Я,„ n e N and there exists an J^-curve / a П^-
Since / e [j^]^ by (8.10), (8.7) imphes that U is defined on i7„, in particular at (x, ^). 
Further n{f) = n and 
(8.11) X |i^i^is) - щДг - 1) 5)1 ^ Var t/, ^ J50 • 
t = L < 0 , ( M + 1 ) S > 
Taking into account (8.II), (8.9) and (7.15) we see that \u{b) - Щ й d^ for b e F ( / ) . 
Therefore we can apply Lemma 7.6 to the point b = (x, t) and with the help of 
(8.9), (8.11) we immediately obtain (8.5). Further Var l/(-, t) й Fi{f)lci by Lemma 
7.4 which yields (8.6) by means of (8.8), (8.11). 
Thus it remains to prove (8.10). Since the set [j^] is partially ordered and satisfies 
the condition of minimality (see Lemma 6.3), it is sufficient to prove the following 
implication: 
(8.12) If / G [J^] and if J^ G [j^]^ for each J e [J] such that ^ < / , then 
Indeed, (8.12) implies (8.10) by the principle of Noether induction. 
In particular (8.12) requires (9 e [j^]^. But this is an immediate consequence of 
Lemmas 7.4, 7.6 and (8.3). Further let / e [j^], f Ф Ф. Then there exists J^ G [jf] 
such that ^ is a successor of J^. Consequently ^ < ß and therefore J G [^/]^ 
by the induction assumption. Then again I[/(b) - t7| ^ Jg for bEV{J) and 
F^{J) й 4(cii + 2) dso by (8.8), (8.11). (5.1). Hence if we put c^{jf) = 4{c^^ + 2), 
the assumptions of Lemmas 7.7 — 7.10 are satisfied and consequently (8.7) holds. 
Further, if n{/) = n{J), then (8.8), (8.9) follow from (7.21), Lemma 7.7 or 7.8. 
For ?i(/) = n{J) + 1, n(j^) even (7.21) holds by Lemma 7.9 and since ^i^rip^^cf^ ^ ^^ 
= u^Xn{J)s) in this case, (7.21) again implies (8.8), (8.9). Finally if n{/) = 
= n(f) + 1, n{J) odd, we deduce (8.8), (8.9) from (7.45), Lemma 7.10, and from the 
definition of w^^. Since obviously 0 S n(/) — n{J^) ^ 1, the proof is complete. • 
^51 »,x. , ^ , 
Theorem 8.2. Let (5.1) hold with 
(8.13) rfso^min , 
L8ci4 4(1 + 
(^51 being introduced in (8.4)) and let 
(8.14) Ci6 = (1 + 17ci,4) Ci4«o 
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Cl4)j 
Then for all t^ ^ 0, r̂  ^ 0, r ^ 0, Й e Л it holds 
/•oo 
(8.15) |[/,,,(x, r,) - t/,,,(x, ^)|cix ^ 
Jo 
^ Cibilh - 2̂! + 4s)(||(7o - Ü|| + ||w.i. - iï|| + Var UQ + Var i/j). 
< 0 , o o ) < 0 , а э ) 
Proof. Fix Го > 0, ö^ G A. and put L/ = U\.^^^Q. By Theorem 8.1 (7 is defined on Q 
and satisfies (8.5), (8.6). We can suppose t^ < Î2 without loss of generality. Let 
HQ = sup{/îGN; ns S t^} and let q be the integer part of (̂ 2/-̂ ) "" 'Ъ (so that 
sq й t2 - ti + s). 
Now let us consider m e N such that (m, HQ + q + l) G Y. Taking into account 
the construction of the approximate solutions, one can easily see that for each 
xe A^„ = ((m — 1) r, (m + 1) r> n <0, со) the values l/(x, f,), i = 1, 2, depend only 
on L/(4', HQS) for ^ G zl,„ ~ <(m — g — 2) r, (w + ^ H- 2) r> n <0, 00) and further 
on Wi(̂ ), t ^ /7o5 in the case m — q — 2 < 0. Let us define 
L/* — U(jnr, IIQS) ; 
s) for с e ^m . 
for с G <0, a 
WI(T) for T ^ /7ô ^ ' m -- q — 2 < 0 , 
""̂  ^ \ L / * f r C <0, oo)\Zl,„; 
W*(T) = 
^ w(mr, Hos) for T ^ ?7ô^ ^ m — q — 2 ^ 0 
and consider the approximate solutions t/*„ of the problem 
и I + F((7)^ = 0 , X ^ 0 , t ^nç)s; 
U{x, Tios) = Ul{x) , X > 0 ; м(0, r) = ti%t) , Г ^ «o 5 . 
(These solutions are constructed in the same way as before, only in the case UQ odd 
we replace Yby У* = {(m, n)GN^; m + и is odd}.) Using (8.5), (8.6) we obtain 
(8.16) \\Ut - Щ й \\U{', nos) ~ Щ S ^51 , 
Var l /* = VarC/(-,no5) й ^si , 
<0,co) Ауп 
and evidently Var w^ ^ 6/51, ||i/t — й\\ S <̂ 5i- Thus we can apply Theorem 8.1 
to Ufa and hence t/*^ are defined for all x, t; evidently 
(8.17) U%,Xx,t,) = U{x,u), XGZI^ / = 1,2. 
Further, (8.5), (8.16), (8.13) yield 
pt - [7*1 й 2||C7(-, nos) - Щ й 8с14^5о й ^51., 
||wt - w*|| ^ ||wî - м|| + \\U{',nos) - иЦ й 4(1 + c,^)dso й dsi. 
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Consequently, we can replace Ü by Ï7* in Theorem 8.1 applied to (7*̂ ô and so 
(8.15), (8.17) imply 
\U{x, t,) ~ U{x, t,)\ й 2c,^Ut - V^W + И - йЦ + Var (7* + Var t/î) . 
<0,c3o) <«os,oo) 
Let do = \\Uo - 0\\ + \\ui ~ û\\ + Var C/Q + VarMj. Since 
||U* - 0*11 й Var [/(•, nos) ; Var t/* = Var U{-, «o«) ; 
/1„, <0,oc) Am 
^ ^ " ^ " <no.,oo) \ ^ ( 1 + с^4)с/о if m-q-2<0 
and zl„, n J^* = 0 if |m ~ m*| ^ 2[q + 2), we have 
J]c,s{m)u{q + 3)(1 + c,^)do, 
m 
X Var U(-, По5) ^ 2(^ + 3) Var U{-, Uos) , 
m г̂ ж <0,ç») 
and hence 
(8.18) 
Г\и{х, t^) - U{x, t,)\ dx = X f . . . dx ^ 8 r c i 4 l [ V a r C/(-, щз) + Ci5(m)] ^ 
Jo w J J„,o ^ "̂̂  
й r{q + 3) (1 + 17ci4) ^ l A • 
But r{q + 3) ^ qo{t2 - t^ + 4s) and thus (8.15) follows immediately from (8.18). • 
9. CONVERGENCE OF THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 
From now on we shall suppose that d^o satisfies (8.13), i.e. d^Q ^ d^2- Therefore 
Theorems 8.1, 8.2 hold, in particular (7,.^ are defined on Q for all г > 0, аеЛ. 
Let us denote 
Ш = {(p : Q -^ R; cp e Lj^Q\ supp (p is compact} . 
For (p e Ш, 7' > 0, a G Л we define 
/•OO 
(9.1) J(r , a, (p,n) = (p(x, ns) [L/^^(x, ns — 0) — U^^^x, nsj] dx , и e N ; 
00 
(9.2) d(r, a,(p) = Y. Ĉ'̂ ' '̂ ^' '̂ ) 
/ 1 = 1 
(the expressions in (9.1), (9.2) are vectors Л = (A^, A2)). 
Lemma 9.1. Let cp еШ, r > 0, a e A, n e N. Then 
(9.3) |J(r, a, cp, n)\ g r\\(p\\ 8ci4^5o . 
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Proof follows from the definition (5.13) of Ur^a{% ns) and from Theorem 8.1 
(see also [1]). • 
Let P = Yl <0, 1> be the probabihstic space equipped with the product mea-
im,n)eY 
sure dp generated by the Lebesgue measure dx on <0, 1>. For r > 0 we define the 
mapping Z, :Р ->Л(г ) as follows: Z,{{p^^„}) = {a,„^„} where p^,„e<0, l> and 
^m,n = ( (^ - 1 + 2p,„,,) 1% ns) for m > 0; ÜQ,, = (p,„./i'% «'̂ )- Further, we put 
ÀQ{r, p, cp, n) = A{r, ZXP), cp, n) , 
00 
^o('% P^ (p) = ^{r, Z,{p\ (p) = X ^o{r, p. (P, n) 
„= 1 
and denote by Ш(г), r > 0, the set of all functions cp e Ш such that for each (m, n) e 
e Y, cp is constant on the diamond 
Tm,n = \{x,t)eQ\ XE {{m - l) r, (m + l) r>, - - [x - (m - 1) r] + ns ^ t < 
5 r / . 4 - 1 ^ ^ S < - [x — (m — l) r] + ns for X ^ mr ; - [x — (m + 1) r] + ns ^ t < 
r r 
< [x — (m + l) r] + ns for X > mr\ . 
r J 
Lemma 9.2. Let cp e Ш{г), r > 0, n^ ф П2, «i e N, i = 1,2. T/zen 
(9.4) zio(^ P, (p, «i) '^o(^ p. ^ . ^2) dp = 0. 
Proof follows the same ideas as in the case of the Cauchy problem (see [1]) and 
so is omitted here. н 
For cp G Ш, r > 0 let us denote n[r, cp) = inf {n e N; cp ~ 0 for t > ns]. From 
now on we confine ourselves to r of dyadic form, i.e. r = 2~^, /c G N. Then n(r, cp) = 
= r"^ n(l, cp) and if Ф G Ш(г) then cp e 9Jl(r*) for all r* < r. Further, Lemma 9.2 
implies 
00 
|Ио(^ % ^)||МР) = E Уо{г, % (p, 'î)liL.(P) 
and using (9.3) we get the inequality 
(9-5) \\Ao{r, -, cp)\\l^j.^ й r n(l, cp) {\\cp\\ ^c.^dsoY • 
Consequently 
(9.6) lim Jo(r, %<?>) = 0 in [L2(P)P. 
r->0 
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Thus for each (p e Ш(г) we can choose a subsequence {rj^^i such that 
ИтАо(г1,р,(р) = 0 for a.a. peF, Applying the diagonal process we can achieve 
f->oo 
this for a countable set of cp. Since there exists a sequence [cpi] a (J Ш(2~^') dense 
in Co in the L^ (ß)-norm, we see that the following lemma holds: ^̂ ^ 
Lemma 9.3. There exist a sequence {ki}fLi ci N and iV ci P such that mes (N) = 
= 0, lim k^ = GO and 
(9.7) lim Ao{2~^\ p, (p) = 0 for all pEF\N, (p e Cl . 
Proo f of Theorem 2.4. Let d = J52 and let (2.12) hold. For fixed p^ eF\N 
we put 
Ui ^ ^. . ,z . ,.(p«) z e N 
(Л ,̂ r,- = 2 '̂^ are the set and the sequence from Lemma 9.3). By Theorem 8.1 we 
have 
(9.8) \\Ui{%t) ~ Û\\ й ds, Varl / i ( - , r ) ^ J g . ^ ^ 0 , l e N . 
<0,a)) 
Using Helly's theorem one can find a subsequence of {Ui[', t)}, t ^ 0, converging 
in [Lj joc<0, 00)]^. Applying the diagonal process we can achieve this for all rational 
t > 0; let us denote this subsequence again by {Ui}. Now using Theorem 8.2 we 
can prove by a standard argument (see [ l ]) that (7^(*, t) converge in [Lj ^^^{O, 00)]^ 
uniformly for bounded t ^ 0; let the limit function be U. Then ||[/ — U\\ ^ Jg 
by (9.8) and hence U e [L^ (ß ) ]^ U{x, t) e Qp for a.a. {x, t) e Q and F{U) e [L^{Q)Y. 
Further, it is seen that F(Ui) -> F{U) in [L^ ^^^(O)]^. Therefore v/e obtain with the 
help of Lemma 5.1 
(9.9) Ï [ilf,u + ^J{U)]dxdt+ I ф(х, 0) Uo{x) dx = 
= lim [ij/t^i + ^xfi^ij] dxdt + \jj{x, 0) UQ{X) dx = 
1 Jo 
= Km <jzli(r^, ^riP% Ф) + «A(-̂ , 0) [wo( :̂) - Wo,rX^)] ^^> . Ф^ ^lo I 
'-̂ °° I Jo ) 
(9.10) [cpfV + ^̂ ^ é̂ (î )] dx d̂  + (p{x, 0) г)о(х) dx + (p{0, t) g{u^{ty) dt = 
J Q Jo Jo 
= lim i ^2('*/. ^n{p^), (p) + (p{^^ 0) [vo{x) - Vo^ni^J] ^^ + 
i-̂ 00 I Jo 
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Now lim Al = О, i = 1,2 by Lemma 9.3 and since the remaining limits in (9.9), 
(9.10) are evidently zero, Ï7 is a generalized solution of the mixed problem (^). 
The inequalities (2.13)-(2.15) folow immediately from (8.5), (8.6), (8.15) (with 
с = max (ci4, с Iß)) and hence the proof is complete. • 
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